LOVE AND MARRIAGE, 
BU-STYLE

Celebrating Terrier couples who met on campus, said “I do”

An estimated 18,060 Terriers (9,030 couples) have become acquainted at BU (or connected later) and married since Development & Alumni Relations started keeping track.

To mark Valentine’s Day this year, BU photographer Cydney Scott visited some local Terrier couples to find out how they came together. Some met in class, a dorm, or a dining hall. One couple was married in 2016, the year another couple celebrated their 61st anniversary. “BU is why we’re together,” says Sera Bonds (SPH’04), who is married to Adam Rosenbloom (SPH’05).

Their photographs and stories are at bu.edu/bostonia.

Movement and Inner Truth

Dancer and choreographer Yo-EL Cassell wants CFA theater students to transcend the concept of “steps”

The theater students in Yo-EL Cassell’s College of Fine Arts freshman movement class appear to be having such a rollicking good time that it’s easy for an observer to forget how demanding the work is, how intense the focus. Barefoot and clad in black, the 15 men and women fan out, slither, pounce, and sprint their way across and around the roomy dance studio. There is a method to their seeming madness, and it stems from Cassell’s rich and varied career as a choreographer and dancer and his belief that students should experience movement “not only for movement’s sake, but to treat it as an authentic channel through which they can express their inner truth.”

What does that mean? Cassell, a CFA assistant professor of movement and Boston Landmarks Orchestra resident choreographer (and a Commonwealth Shakespeare Company former choreographer), is in his element when he deconstructs and lends meaning to the strange alchemy he inspires in his students, most of whom are theater majors. “Think of your breath as a comma rather than a period,” he urges before guiding them to imagine they are walking on sand, but without leaving a deep imprint. He shifts from silence to music and asks the students to respond to it—“but don’t feel like you need to dance.”

For acting majors, movement is an essential foundation of their craft, which is why the required
course—Movement I: Freshman Performance Core—is two semesters long. (He also teaches an advanced movement class for seniors.) Audiences tend to notice movement mainly when something is not right: a stride too stagey, a stance too studied, an affected pose that seems comic when that wasn’t the director’s intent.

“Our bodies,” says Cassell, “are the material we have to work with.”

The great choreographer Twyla Tharp used to open her rehearsals, Cassell says, by having her dancers “doodle” around the studio floor. As students arrive for his class, they do just that, their moves guided by motives and emotions known only to them. One may be writhing like a worm while another might curl into herself in a childlike pose. Others lurch around the floor like zombies. Their teacher offers a basic instruction: follow your inner child. Within seconds the students are skipping, tumbling, or scooping each other up for piggyback rides. “Feel free to vocalize,” says Cassell, unleashing a chorus of giggles, hoots, and ululations. Cassell is an accomplished dancer who has performed with Ringo Starr’s Shining Time Station, the American Mime Theatre, the Pearl Lang Dance Company, and the Palissimo Dance Theatre’s Off-Broadway production of Blind Spot. When he speaks of dance, he wants students to transcend the concept of “steps.” Much of what they’re doing, he says, is overcoming a fear of ecstatic, full body involvement. He refers often to the importance of the inner child and the notion of play. His approach was honed largely by his work with young people. Cassell was program manager for Boston Ballet’s Citydance, a program that provides free movement education to more than 3,000 public school children in Boston.

Cassell speaks often of joy—in teaching, in choreographing, and of course, in dancing. Although he’s a proficient lip-reader and speaker, he is hearing-impaired, and this has had a profound effect on his personal journey. He attended a school for the deaf at age three, where he took a creative movement class that encouraged students to roar like a lion. “I remember feeling alive. I remember feeling ecstatic and joyful,” he says. His hearing impairment “allowed me to look at things in a different way, to connect to senses that I probably wouldn’t have connected as deeply to, specifically to touch, feeling rhythm, feeling connection with each other.”
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